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I’d Like to Introduce You to My Desktop:
Toward a Theory of Social Human-Computer Interaction
David Gerritsen, Kyle Gagnon, Jeanine Stefanucci, Frank Drews
Department of Psychology, University of Utah
Entire industries have grown up around the physiological, cognitive, and economic demands of
technology on users, but there is little research into the specific psychological processes and implications of
the social function of human-computer interaction (HCI), especially when the computer is programmed to
mimic human norms. To understand this issue better, it is necessary to find the limits of what HCI with
social capacity means. The Computers are Social Actors paradigm, or CASA (Reeves & Nass, 1996)
began this exploration. We begin by replicating aspects of a study on acts of reciprocity toward a computer
(Fogg 1997), then we consider the role of agreeableness in the number of favors a human performs for a
computer. Finally, we examine individual differences in styles of altruism and if a strange computer is
treated similarly to an unknown human. We hypothesize a) that a helpful computer elicits more favors than
an unhelpful computer, b) that high agreeable people are more generous to a software agent than low
agreeable people, and c) that a positive correlation exists between the number of favors performed for a
computer and an individual’s trait of reciprocal altruism. Data analysis of 54 participants shows that the
helpfulness of the computer is not significantly correlated to the number of favors performed for it, that
agreeableness has a negative correlation to number of favors performed when the computer is helpful, and
that reciprocal altruism is negatively correlated to the number of favors performed for a computer. A
discussion of the possible limitations and implications of the research follows.
INTRODUCTION
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Computers are social actors
In The Media Equation (1996), Reeves and Nass
described a new model for human-computer interaction (HCI).
Their many experiments demonstrate that humans are as
susceptible to social cues from a computer as they are to the
same cues from a human being. In their book they developed
their Computers are Social Actors (CASA) paradigm by
adopting social psychology experiments but replacing one
human interactant with a computer. The studies demonstrated
that a computer could flatter, persuade, cajole, and irritate a
user in a manner similar to human-human interaction. For
example, in one study users rated the capabilities of equally
competent computer systems differently if one of the
computers was programmed to pay the user compliments.
The advent of the CASA paradigm creates at least two
directions of research. One is of theoretical nature while the
other has a practical focus.
On the theoretical side, if the CASA paradigm is valid,
then it raises a number of questions about implicit associations
and ontological attributions. Behavioral scientists may use the
answers to such questions in researching models of cognition
or theories of communication. Perhaps more importantly,
there are ethical and philosophical considerations about the
design of machines which can manipulate the beliefs and
emotions of a human counterpart.
Of practical interest the CASA paradigm has implications
for software design. Efficient computing may ultimately rest
on building the most socially adept software possible. This
would require a theory of social HCI. If the computer is a
tool, then making it the most useful tool possible requires a
full analysis of the unique capabilities of its component parts.
Research into the details of social HCI may therefore be of not
only academic, but also practical value.

The CASA paradigm is still new enough that basic
research can be leveraged in either research direction. It may
need to be updated, however, because of technological
changes. Since 1996 computers have become more
sophisticated (e.g., increased speed and graphics performance)
and ubiquitous (virtually an entire generation has come of age
in a world populated with these fast and flashy machines).The
CASA paradigm should therefore be tested in an updated
environment with users who are familiar with modern
technology. Furthermore, the CASA paradigm has nothing to
say about individual differences in the personality of the user
(see Big Five theory: John, Naumann, & Soto, 2008). If
individuals have unique approaches to interactions with
humans, then it seems they would also have unique
approaches to interactions with computers.
Therefore, to expand the CASA paradigm into a more
comprehensive theory of social HCI, at least two aspects of
the requisite research need to be considered. First, a modern
computer should be used with the same paradigm as used in
any number of the original CASA experiments. Second, the
personality of the user should be considered wherever possible
to more fully test the conclusions of the CASA paradigm,
which says that humans treat computers like other humans.
With these factors in place, the results of experiments built on
the CASA paradigm should become more complex, nuanced,
and informative.
A modern computer
One particularly informative study used to build the
CASA paradigm (Fogg, 1997) considered the way a computer
could elicit favors from its user. This experiment used a
program meant to aid the user in a competitive test of survival
knowledge. The computer program was designed so that
participants perceive it as an agent helping them to achieve a
goal. The computer then asked the user to rank a series of
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colored squares in order of brightness, which would ostensibly
help the computer achieve a goal of its own. The participants
did not explicitly report feeling beholden to the computer, but
a helpful computer did in fact elicit more favors.
Personality of the User

Agreeableness and altruism. The design of Fogg’s
experiment had a firm foundation in research on altruism. It
rested on the theory that people reciprocate more often if
doing so will reduce feelings of obligation or indebtedness
(Eisenberger, Cotterell, & Marvel, 1987). The computer
created such an emotional state for the majority of participants
and received a significantly higher number of favors in kind
than the computers which did not provide sufficient help on
the initial task. But reciprocity is not a linear function. It is a
complex phenomenon with radically different expressions for
slightly different inputs. The amount of indebtedness
experienced by each person is unique. Fortunately, the
traditional measure of individual agreeableness (John,
Donahue, &Kentle, 1991; John, et al., 2008) helps in this
regard, as measures of agreeableness do tend to be positively
correlated to likelihood of reciprocity (Ashton, 1998).
Kin and reciprocal altruism. Predicting favor-granting
behavior via agreeableness ratings is a starting point for a
comprehensive methodology, but not all reciprocation is
equal. Ashton (1998) describes a continuum of altruism
behavior which governs how likely a person is to make a
sacrifice for a stranger versus make a sacrifice for a family
member. On the one hand, people who are kin altruists tend to
avoid expending energy on strangers, and focus more on
relatives and close friends. A reciprocal altruist, on the other
hand, is less likely to make direct sacrifices for the family and
more likely to help a stranger in need. The motivation for
these styles of altruism is described in the traditional
comparison of communal (kin) vs. exchange (reciprocal)
relationships (Clark & Mills, 1979). How an individual views
a relationship can influence which style of altruism is most
appropriate, but there can be a general tendency for
individuals to favor one style of altruism over another
(Ashton, 1998). Ashton was able to predict the most likely
style of altruism employed by participants using a
measurement of agreeableness augmented by a measurement
of emotional stability (neuroticism). By his standard,
someone who rates high in agreeableness and high in
emotional stability will most likely exhibit reciprocally
altruistic tendencies. These people are more likely to do a
favor for a stranger than for a close friend or relative. People
who rank high in agreeableness and low in emotional stability
will also be likely to return favors, but more so when the
recipient is a close friend or loved one.
You haven’t met this computer…
The question then becomes not just how many favors are
returned when a computer agent has been helpful, but how
many favors would be predicted as a function of the
personality ratings of the user. We therefore designed a study
which would replicate aspects of that done by Fogg (1997),
but included a Big Five personality measurement to explain
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potential inter-individual variability. If the CASA paradigm is
accurate, and humans interact with computers by applying the
same set of social rules with which they interact with other
humans, then a human who is high in agreeableness should
perform more favors for a computer than a human who ranks
low in agreeableness. Furthermore, given an unfamiliar
setting such as a psychology laboratory, an introduction to a
strange computer with new software, and an interaction which
seems to be more of an exchange than of a community, a
reciprocal altruist should perform more favors for a computer
than a kin altruist. In either case, it is expected that the
helpfulness of the computer should be the strongest predictor
of how many favors a user will perform.
METHOD
Participants
Participants filled out a shortened version of Saucier’s
Mini-Markers (Saucier, 1994), including Factors II
(Agreeableness) and IV (Emotional Stability). This survey
was administered in one of three places: as part of mass testing
the psychology department at the University of Utah, in an
online survey offered to the department’s participant pool, or
in the laboratory after the experiment was complete.
Participants from mass testing or the online survey were
contacted if their scores for agreeableness or emotional
stability (ES) were in the top or bottom 10 %. These students
were not told why they were contacted, but they were invited
to take part in a psychology experiment at their discretion.
The rest of the recruitment for the experiment came from open
enrollment in the Psychology Department Participant Pool and
received class credit for their research participation.
Apparatus
The experiment consisted of three tasks. The first two
tasks were conducted on a PC platform running MatLab. The
system interface was designed specifically for this study using
the MatLab protocol. A 4” x 5” scoring and instruction card
was used by the participant in these tasks. The third task was
a pen-and-paper survey conducted in another room.
Procedure
Participants signed up for an experiment titled “Decision
Making and Judgments with a Computer.” They were told
that they would be assisting in the design of a new piece of
software and that their participation would improve the
program’s utility.
Each participant signed a consent form. We then asked
the participant if he or she had any trouble discerning and
distinguishing colors. We did not administer the Ishihara
Color Vision Test because accuracy of color perception was
not a necessary component of the color ranking task, for
reasons which will be explained below. Each participant was
then escorted to a computer lab, given basic instructions, and
left alone to work through the first two tasks. These tasks
were computer-guided.
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D
Desert Survival. Task one was
w called “Thee Desert
Surviival Problem” where
w
participaants were preseented with a
survivval scenario in which they weere asked to im
magine they
had bbeen the sole su
urvivor of a sm
mall aircraft craash. The
particcipant would neeed to make deecisions about how to
survivve in a desert environment.
e
The
T computer presented
p
a listt
of sevven items salvaaged from the wreckage,
w
and asked the
particcipant to rank these
t
items in order
o
of importtance from a
survivval perspectivee. Items includ
ded a flashlightt, a compact
mirroor, and two botttles of vodka, among
a
other items. The
particcipants were to
old that the rank
king would recceive a score
basedd on how closely it matched the choices of a survival
experrt.
A
After organizin
ng the list, the computer
c
offerred the
particcipant a chancee to learn more about five of the
t seven
itemss. The participaant selected theese items and waited
w
as the
compputer appeared to search a dattabase of inform
mation related
to thee items.
A
At this point the computer waas programmed
d to follow onee
of two courses depeending on a ran
ndomly selected
d condition.
In one case (Helpfu
ul), the computeer appeared to search the
entireety of a large database. The search
s
included
d 647 entries
and toook 22.43 seco
onds to compleete. In the otheer case
(Unheelpful), the com
mputer only searched a smalll number of
possibble entries, 89 of 647 possiblle (Figure 1), an
nd completed
the taask in only 2.32
2 seconds.
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W
While presentiing the item infformation, the computer
madee recommendattions about how
w the participaant should
rearraange his or herr list. Recomm
mendations werre based on a
compparison of the pparticipant’s raankings to that of an expert
surviivalist. If partiicipants were m
more than two ssteps away
from
m the official lisst then they weere given a stroong suggestion
to chhange their rankkings in the prooper direction. A difference
of onnly one step ledd to a modest ssuggestion to chhange ranking
in thee proper directtion. If the parrticipant’s item
m was in the
samee position as thhe official list, tthe computer rrecommended
leaviing it where it w
was. Both connditions used thhis algorithm to
o
deterrmine the direcction of the recommendation.
A
After giving thhe participants a chance to chhange the
rankiings of the item
ms, the computter appeared to calculate a
scoree based on the pparticipant’s pperformance. T
Those who
weree in the helpful condition receeived a score of 47 out of 50.
Thosse in the unhelppful condition received 13 ouut of 50 points.
The ccomputer then asked the partticipants to wriite down their
scoree and to read thhe instructions for the next task.
H
Human Color P
Perception. Sttage two was ccalled “The
Hum
man Color Perceeption Task.” It immediatelyy followed
stagee one. Particip ants were inforrmed by the coomputer that it
was ddeveloping a ddatabase of coloors and their peerceived
brighhtness. The computer explainned that it was attempting to
learnn how to mimicc human color perception, buut that it needed
d
inputt from humans in order to im
mprove its databbase. The
compputer then trainned the particippant on a task w
which involved
d
rankiing the relativee brightness off three colors (F
Figure 2). For
each trial of brightnness ranking peerformed by a human, the
compputer would osstensibly improove its color peerception
progrram. Most impportantly, the ccomputer statedd that if it
develloped the best color sorting aalgorithm it woould have its
databbase implemennted on all of thhe machines inn the lab.

F
Figure 1. An unhelpful search. The participan
nt would see
left haand numbers in
ncrement for ab
bout 2 seconds.

T
The computer then
t
presented a list of phrasees which
appeaared to come frrom the databaase scan. Thesee phrases
descrribed the selected items eitherr with relevant or irrelevant
statem
ments. Particip
pants were then
n given an opportunity to
changge their initial ranking
r
of the seven items. In
I the helpful
condiition, participan
nts received reelevant informaation about
each item such as “A
A flashlight is the best sourcee of light
(besiddes fire) at nigh
ht and it is also
o a useful signaal at
nightttime.” Particip
pants in the unh
helpful conditiion read
irrelevant information about the items, e.g. “Carb
bon-filament
bulbss and fairly crude dry cells maade early flashlights an
expennsive novelty with
w low sales and
a low manuffacturer
intereest.” The phrasses were selectted through a survey of 21
pilot pparticipants wh
ho ranked the most
m and least useful phrasess
from a large set of descriptions
d
forr each item.

F
Figure 2.Ranki ng colors. Each
h set of colors rranked by
brigh
htness is one "faavor" performeed by the particcipant.

T
The participannt was then freee to perform as many color
rankiing tasks as he or she wishedd. The participaant could
easilyy go on to perfform another trrial, or just as eeasily select a
red iccon labeled “I’’m done” at anny point in this task. Once thee
particcipant elected to finish, the computer wouldd thank him or
her aand recommendd finding the reesearch assistannt for the final
stagee of the experim
ment.
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Follow-up survey. The last stage of the experiment
consisted of a survey for manipulation check (e.g., “How
important did the color ranking task seem to you?”), questions
about the design of the software (e.g., “How much effort did
the computer expend in helping you on the desert survival
task?”), and questions about the participant’s general
computer experience and knowledge (e.g., “How many years
have you been using the computer?”). If the participant had
not previously filled out the Mini Marker’s survey (Saucier,
1994), then it was administered.
After the survey the research assistant debriefed the
participant about the true nature of the experiment and the
predetermined nature of the computer’s behavior based on the
randomly assigned condition. An explanation of the
hypotheses was made, as well as a request to avoid telling any
other students about the experiment in order to reduce bias in
the data.
IVs and DVs. The independent variables of this
experiment were the randomly assigned condition of the
computer and the non-random rating of each participant’s
agreeableness and emotional stability states, as well as the
gender of the participant. The dependent variable was the
number of favors performed by the participant. Several
components of the final survey were expected to be used as
covariates, e.g., attribution styles (trust for the computer), and
computer experience.
RESULTS
61 psychology students from the University of Utah took
part in the study. Seven outliers were identified by the
number of favors performed for the computer. These seven
performed a very large number of favors, well beyond two
standard deviations of the total sample, and were determined
to be representative of another population than the sample of
interest. Of the 54 participants included, the mean age was
24.5 years (M = 24.5, SD = 8.5). There were 25 women and
29 men.
The three statistics used throughout this analysis are the
participants’ agreeableness (M = .39, SD = .34), emotional
stability (M = -.50, SD = .23) and number of favors performed
for the computer (M = 10.93, SD = 11.48). There are four
groups analyzed, which include the total set of participants (N
= 54), the set of participants who worked with a helpful
computer (N = 24), and the set of participants who worked
with an unhelpful computer (N = 30).The asymmetry of these
subgroups is due to the random assignment of the participants
to each condition. The final group analyzed is the subset of
participants who could be rated on the continuum of kin to
reciprocal altruism (N = 26). The selection of this final group
will be described below. It should also be noted that there was
a significant correlation between agreeableness and gender
(r(52) = .33, p = .015), so gender is included in the analyses.
Helpfulness of Computer
Of interest and concern was our inability to replicate the
results found by Fogg in his original study. We first looked
for a simple correlation between the helpfulness of the
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computer and the number of favors performed by the
participants. There was no significant relationship between
these variables. To explore the predictive power of
helpfulness further, we performed a linear regression which
controlled for gender, age, agreeableness, and ES. A
significant prediction for number of favors, even holding these
other variables constant, was not found.
Agreeableness
When taken as a whole, agreeableness could not be shown
to correlate to the number of favors performed. When the
subgroups were analyzed, however, agreeableness did
correlate to the number of favors performed in the helpful
computer condition (r(27) = -.42, p = .041), and did not
correlate to the number of favors performed in the unhelpful
condition. Using hierarchical regression, the predictive power
of agreeableness in the helpful computer group was even
stronger (b = -20.63, t(19) = -2.21, p = .040) showing that
controlling for gender, age, and emotional stability, a one unit
change in agreeableness predicted 21.6 fewer favors
performed for the computer. There was no such predictive
power for the unhelpful computer condition.
Emotional Stability
Taken as a whole, and also for each condition of
helpfulness, our statistics were not able to show a correlation
between ES and the number of favors performed for the
computer, neither through a Pearson’s r nor within a
hierarchical regression.
Kin to Reciprocal Altruism
Ashton’s 1998 research showed that the Saucier MiniMarkers could be parsed to create a scale of kin to reciprocal
altruism. By selecting only the top half of the agreeableness
scores, then using ES as a template for kin altruism (on the
low end of the scale) and reciprocal altruism (on the high end
of the scale), a subset of the sample (N = 26) was identified
which could reasonably be used to represent a population of
kin to reciprocal altruists. Because ES scores are independent
from agreeableness scores, the descriptive statistics of kin to
reciprocal altruism were re-centered with the mean at zero.
This way, the range of scores went from -.56 on the low end to
.56 on the high end. Kin altruists would be said to score on
the low end of the continuum, and reciprocal altruists on the
high end, with a mean score of -.03 and standard deviation of
.25.
With this scale in mind, the correlation between kin to
reciprocal altruism and number of favors performed was
significant (r(24) = -.46, p = .018). This correlation is
measured combining helpful/unhelpful conditions, meaning
that the altruism style of the participant correlated to the
number of favors performed, regardless of whether or not the
computer was helpful. Indeed, breaking the groups apart we
were not able to show a significant relationship between
altruism style and number of favors in either case, while both
trended downward like the meta-score.
An even stronger prediction for number of favors existed
when altruism style was modeled within hierarchical
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regression (b = -19.25, t(21) = -2.65, p = .015), controlling for
age, gender, and helpfulness of the computer. Altruism style
also explained a significant proportion of variance in number
of favors (R2 = .26, F(1, 21) = 7.00, p = .015). Our covariates
involving computer familiarity and attribution styles did not
show any effect throughout any of these analyses.
DISCUSSION
This study explored and expanded the CASA paradigm
that states that people treat computers identical to people when
those computers are imbued with specific social cues, even
though the people they tested generally reported skepticism at
the idea that they might treat the computer as anything other
than a tool. If people do in fact act as if they implicitly believe
a computer to be worthy of reciprocal benefit, then it was our
goal to find out if people might reciprocate toward a computer
in a manner similar to the way they reciprocate to another
human and if personality predicts such reciprocations. The
first of several surprises in our results was that we could not
replicate the results of the original study by Fogg (1997). A
helpful computer had no more of an effect on the number of
favors it could elicit than an unhelpful computer could. As in
any research, there is always the possibility of error this study,
and it may be the case that the design simply failed to capture
the phenomenon. We must also consider the possibility,
however, that the effect has changed from the days 15 years
ago when it was originally observed. There is support for this
premise.
One explanation for our inability to replicate is the fact
that computer technology has changed drastically in the past
15 years. It is less expensive, more ubiquitous, much more
graphically appealing, and most of all, familiar to virtually all
of the students who participated in our study. College-aged
students today have grown up with computers in a way that
those of 1997 did not. Whatever attributions these participants
may make about intelligent software agents, it is almost
certainly different than those attributions made by the previous
generation.
A second reason for believing the original results have
changed is that there were differences among the groups.
Even though the helpfulness of the computer did not predict
the number of favors performed, the personality measure, in
certain cases, did predict the number of favors performed. If
there were no attributions about the computer’s worth as an
object of altruism, then one would expect that no normative
population of participants should show any difference in the
number of favors performed. But this is not what happened.
When we analyzed the behavior of our sample while in
the helpful computer condition, those who were low in
agreeableness performed significantly more favors for the
computer than those who were high in agreeableness. This
was in direct contrast to our hypothesis. If people were
treating computers by the same social conventions with which
they treat other people, we would have expected to see a
reversal of this effect. One possible explanation for this result
is people who are high in agreeableness have only been shown
to be more altruistic in experiments which involved an explicit
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interaction with another human being. Those same people
may be unmotivated to reciprocate toward a computer than
they are a human. On the other end of the spectrum, people
who would shy away from reciprocating toward a human in an
experimental setting are perhaps more comfortable when the
object of benefit is a computer. We can only speculate as to
why this distinction exists, but further research would be
justified.
Finally, in our analysis of how people might treat a
computer as either a friend or a stranger, the higher a
participant ranked in kin altruism the more likely he or she
was to perform a larger number of favors for the computer,
regardless of whether or not the computer was helpful. This
was also in contrast to our initial hypothesis, and raises the
question of why people might imagine themselves to be in a
communal (vs. exchange) relationship with an unfamiliar
computer. One possible explanation may relate to the
probability that the interface environment of a PC is highly
familiar to the majority of computer users. It may be the case
that a computer with a familiar operating system activates a
set of expectations in the user which are independent of the
setting and the machine. Given the ubiquity of modern
computers, this set of expectations may be operated dozens of
times per day for most people. When a powerful schema such
as this is activated, it could possibly correlate with (or
confound) measures which otherwise predict the judgments
people make with respect to their intimate community.
This idea, while untested, gives new direction for future
research into social HCI. There are several additional
directions the research could go from this point. A human
interactant could replace the computer. An older computer
system paired with an older population of participants may
ultimately replicate the results from the 1997 Fogg study.
These research methods should be employed as we continue to
explore whether or not the CASA paradigm has shifted.
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